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EXPANDED AND ENHANCED PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

HELL impresses with new HelioKlischograph systems

Following the unveiling of the new K2,  
the relaunch of the K5 and K5 Smart, and  
a major update to the K500, all Helio 
Klischograph models have received an  
impressive upgrade.

HELL is once again proving its innovative 
strength. Just recently, HELL presented the 
HelioKlischograph K2, a new entry-level 5 kHz 
engraver, with features including motorized 
support and an integrated autofocus camera. 
At the same time, the 9 kHz HelioKlischograph 
K5 entry-level engraver was upgraded through 

the addition of a number of new functions. Now, 
HELL is presenting a new HelioKlischograph 
K5 Smart, available with 9 kHz or 12 kHz (see 
following report). It goes without saying that the 
flagship model, the HelioKlischograph K500, will 
not be left behind either, with HELL announcing 
a major update for it.
 
All HelioKlischograph systems will now be 
equipped with HQH embedded as standard and 
support the new MultiTune adjustment process 
for engraving systems.

The models of the new HelioKlischograph systems are clearly differentiated in terms of productivity and  
equipment (images above and below)
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Further information: www.hell-gravure-systems.com

A comparison of the current HelioKlischograph systems
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NEW: HELIOKLISCHOGRAPH K5 SMART WITH 12 KHZ

Impressive upgrade to the all-rounder

HELL now equips the K5 Smart with the 
12 kHz HelioSprint III engraving system as 
well as integrating the HQH embedded and 
MultiTune functions.

The HelioKlischograph K5 Smart is the top-sel-
ling engraver. The high degree of automation in 
the machine is particularly impressive. The only 
manual steps are inserting the cylinder and ap-
plying any lubrication required. All other steps 
are activated using one-button operation. The 
CellEye volume-based cutting procedure provi-
des outstanding engraving quality.
 
The 12 kHz HelioSprint III engraving system is 
now also available for the K5 Smart, making it 
the most productive manual engraver on the 
market.
 
In addition, the K5 Smart now offers integrated 
HQH to automatically improve very fine texts 
and line elements. It also supports the MultiTu-
ne adjustment process, which produces sharper 
text and reduces both dragging and ringing.
 
Further information: 
http://www.hell-gravure-systems.com/ 
k5-smart/?lang=en

The new K5 Smart is now available as either a 9 kHz 
or a 12 kHz machine.
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NEW FUNCTIONS FOR THE HELIOKLISCHOGRAPH K500

Major update coming

HQH embedded and MultiTune announced 
for K500, cylinder cleaning after engraving 
reduces level of engraving oil in degreasing 
bath.

The HelioKlischograph K500 is HELL’s flagship 
model, setting standards in cylinder engraving 
as a pioneer in its class. The HelioSprint III 12 
kHz high-performance engraving system, Twain 
multi-head engraving, and linear drive ensure 
by far the quickest cylinder production in the 
industry. Innovative technologies such as Xtre-
meEngraving, CellEye, and SprintEasy deliver 
the best possible engraving quality, while integ-
ration into the fully automatic AutoCon produc-
tion line results in a level of automation that is 
unrivalled in printing form manufacture.
 
The standard functions of the K500 now inclu-
de integrated HQH to automatically improve 
very fine text and line elements, while MultiTune 
produces sharper text and reduces both drag-
ging and ringing. What’s more, an automatic 
function has been created for the K500 that 
enables cylinders to be cleaned again after en-
graving. This reduces the amount of engraving 
oil in the degreasing bath.
 
From fall, the HQH embedded and MultiTune 
functions will also be available for existing K500 

systems (G4, G3, NT) via software update. The 
cylinder cleaning function is available for the 
K500 G4 from Version 5.4.3 onward. Updates 
for the K500 G3 and K500 NT will follow.
 
Further information: https://www.hell-gravu-
re-systems.com/k500/?lang=en

Cleaner and lubricator (left) on the K500 G4

The K500 is HELL’s flagship model
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NEW: HIGH QUALITY HINTING EMBEDDED

HELL now equips engravers with HQH as standard

All current HelioKlischograph models 
upgraded

Quality Hinting (HQH) is 
a process that improves 
the reproduction of fine 

text and line elements in gravure printing.
 
Repro data is generally prepared using ma-
nual correction in line with specific engraving 
requirements. HQH automates this process by 

examining engraving data for fine lines and text 
and automatically optimizing these elements 
according to preset criteria. The intelligent 
character recognition function ensures that the 
characteristics of letters and symbols remain 
unchanged. Fine text thus remains legible and 
small graphics do not vanish in printing.
 
HELL now integrates HQH into all HelioKlischo-
graph systems as standard. This represents a 
significant upgrade for all current models.

Now as an integrated function 
in HelioKlischograph systems – 
HQH embedded
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NEW: MULTITUNE FOR HELIOKLISCHOGRAPH SYSTEMS

New process for adjusting engraving systems

Sharper texts, less dragging and ringing.

For every new engraving head, HELL creates a 
fingerprint that describes its specific behavior 
under engraving conditions. Measurements 
determine the engraving head’s characteristics 
and these are stored in the touch memory for 
appropriate image signal compensation during 
engraving.
 

The new MultiTune adjustment process now 
provides a far more telling fingerprint of the 
engraving system. The system is adapted more 
precisely to the relevant screen and screen ang-
le for sharper contours as well as less dragging 
and ringing during engraving.
 

MultiTune is available for all new engraving systems from the packaging and decorative sectors
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MultiTune is now a standard feature in new 
HelioKlischograph systems. The new adjustment 
process will be available for existing engraving 
systems from the fourth quarter of 2018 as part 
of engraving head maintenance.

MultiTune creates sharper contours while also  
reducing dragging and ringing

The new adjustment process provides a more precise fingerprint of the engraving system
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HELIOSPRINT

5000th HelioSprint engraving system delivered

Nothing rivals electromagnetic engraving 
when it comes to cylinder engraving.

Up till 1998, gravure cylinders were engraved 
with an engraving frequency of no more than 
4 kHz. Then HELL made a breakthrough and 
became the first supplier to launch an 8 kHz 
engraving system. Ten years later, HELL even 
succeeded in raising the engraving speed to  
12 kHz. Like their predecessors, the new  
HelioSprint engraving systems are based on the 
principle of electromagnetic engraving. To date, 
other methods, such as piezo-electric or mag-
netostrictive processes, have failed to deliver 
success.
 

The fact that HELL delivered its 5000th  
HelioSprint engraving system in March this year 
proves just how successful electromagnetic 
engraving is.
 
Further information: 
https://www.hell-gravure-systems.com/
graviersysteme/?lang=en

Small celebration marking the 5000th HelioSprint engraving system
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NEW: CELLCREATOR FOR CELLAXY

The key to perfect reproduction in direct laser engraving

Cellaxy users can employ the CellCreator 
to develop their own line and contone 
screens.

HELL provides its Cellaxy customers with a set 
of tried-and-tested Helio-compatible screens 
as standard. This enables users to immediately 
image line and contone cylinders that can easily 
be combined with electromechanically engraved 
cylinders.
 

Moreover, the optional CellCreator makes it 
possible for users to edit pre-defined screens  
or develop their own screens. The possibility of  
saving a separate cell description for each  
density value is unique.
 
CellCreator therefore enables users to adapt 
gravure forms very specifically to customer 
requirements and fully utilize the potential of di-
rect laser engraving. No comparable tool exists!

CellCreator is used to define e.g. whether a screen structure should be  
semi-autotypical, autotypical or conventional.
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40 YEARS OF INNOVATION FOR THE GRAVURE PRINTING 
MARKET

How it all started

The entrepreneur myth in America always 
starts with some guy in his garage, and for 
Ohio Gravure Technologies, that really is 
how our story began 40 years ago. Lester 
Buechler, an engineer and former Navy 
Department employee, actually did build 
a prototype engraver in his garage before 
founding Ohio Electronic Engravers in April 
1978.

A few of the early engravers built by OEE are 
still in production, as are some of the first OEE 
employees! Kent Seibel joined the first do-
zen OEE employees, starting right out of high 
school. He has many stories of installing those 
early machines. Throughout 2018, Ohio’s Face-

book page features stories of the early days of 
the company.
 
Lester’s little start-up became a successful 
company, designing, manufacturing and selling 
electronic engravers around the world. Through 
the ups and downs of the global economy, with 
changes of name and ownership, the company 
survived and thrived by putting the emphasis on 
giving the customer what they wanted. Custom 
machines, innovative engineering, robust de-
sign, and great customer support has allowed 
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OHIO to grow for 40 years. We look forward  
to the next 40 years in partnership with our 
customers.
 
www.ohiogt.com

The prototype engraver in Lester’s garage
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE – A WASTE OF TIME?

Or a way to improve your profits?

Without question, Preventive Maintenan-
ce, or PM, is an important process and 
something that should not be forgotten. 
OHIO has seen multiple situations where 
just a little routine maintenance would 
have prevented costly downtime. Unfortu-
nately, it is difficult to stress the importan-
ce of PM until a customer experiences this 
first hand.

To ensure your machine keeps running at 
optimum quality, we strongly encourage the 
implementation of a preventive maintenance 
program. To aid in this, every new OHIO machi-
ne ships with:

A detailed Preventive Maintenance manual 
addressing the various procedures needed 
to keep your machine at peak performance. 
The manual provides not just the procedures, 
but also a schedule and complete list of the 
various consumable parts and lubricants that 
are required for the maintenance.
 
A one-year supply of consumable parts 
needed for the maintenance of each new 
machine.

 
If you can’t find the manual, contact parts@
ohiogt.com and we will forward a PDF version 
to you. For those running a Spectrum or Prism, 
the PM manuals are available online at the 

The second vacuum hose (no, tape is not part of the PM routine). The result of not replacing the vacuum 
hoses as scheduled
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OHIO website. Visit www.ohiogt.com/train/
catalog.html to download the manuals.
 
If you would prefer help with your PM, an OHIO 
technician can perform the PM on your engra-
ver. Contact service@ohiogt.com for more 
information and pricing for this service.
 
So, a waste of time or a way to improve your 
profits? Without question, Preventive Main-
tenance is a valuable tool to keep your profits 
up. Fans for cooling the Spectrum electronics

The enclosure linear rail on a GRAVOSTAR HS machine 
that has not been lubricated periodically

The reason filters are installed on the engrave head, 
to keep things clean inside the head

One of two vacuum hoses that are to be replaced 
during the PM routine
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LASER DIRECT ENGRAVING IN CERAMIC WITH  
4-BEAM TECHNOLOGY

Extended application of laser systems for ceramic anilox engraving

Schepers has been using the Digilas sys-
tem for ceramic direct engraving for many 
years, although it has not been particular-
ly active in this market segment. What’s 
more, using the standard Digilas laser 
system for ceramic applications was exces-
sively challenging and expensive.

Over recent months, we have seen that flexo-
graphic printing is being used increasingly in 
Asia. As flexographic printing grows in strength, 
more anilox rollers are needed and companies 
are therefore also investing in laser engraving 
systems for ceramic anilox rollers.
 
Last year, Schepers developed HELIOLAS for 
standard applications and – in terms of its con-
figuration and quality – the system is also ideally 
suited to ceramic engraving. This HELIOLAS en-
graver is now being offered in a special version 
that has been modified specifically for ceramic 
anilox engraving – the HELIOLAS AX.
 
The pricing of the system has been adapted to 
the market and the new variant also gives users 

the option to use 4 beams in direct ceramic 
laser engraving production. In the past, it has 
generally been standard practice for ceramic 
anilox rollers to be engraved in 2 or 3 stages. 
The new 4-beam option engraves every cell in 4 
stages. This application is new and offers major 
benefits in terms of speed and quality.
 
Schepers has a team of advisors who are  
always happy to answer any questions on  
+49 (0)2564 95050.

Heliolas – the basis for the Heliolas AX concept
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PLAST INDIA 2018

Success for Daetwyler Graphics

PLASTINDIA 2018 was held in Gandhinagar, 
India from 7 to 12 Feb. 2018. This exhibiti-
on, one of biggest, is held every three years 
and is a showcase of India’s packaging and 
plastic industry.

Daetwyler Graphics India Pvt. Ltd. was present 
at the event, along with all its principal com-
panies, including K. Walter GmbH, Daetwyler 
Graphics AG, Schepers GmbH, Ohio Gravure 
Technologies. It provided a fantastic opportunity 
for all companies to unveil their technology to 
end customers and to understand their needs.
The event was a great success for Daetwyler, 
as the company secured TWO orders for their 
CFM machines – one from a repeat customer 
and the other from a new customer, which is 
further proof of the level of satisfaction and 
trust customers have vis-à-vis Daetwyler. The 
enthusiastic response to the exhibition is a sign 
of the growing market for flexible packaging  in 
India and promises a bright future for the gravu-
re cylinder manufacturing sector in India in the 
years ahead.

Mr. P.V. Subbaraju and Area Sales Manager  
Alexander Schotten

Mr. Hari Prasad Kurakula, Mr. Alexander Schotten and 
Mr. Sudhir Dhotey (CEO Daetwyler Graphics India)
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WEGA CYLINDER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

The WEGA family – functional optimization of the standard

BAUER continues to improve its products 
by always keeping an ear to the ground 
and remaining open to suggestions and 
requests from customers. For example, a 
whole series of WEGA cylinder transport 
systems with optimized functionality, gre-
ater process stability, higher productivity, 
the Advanced Safety Concept and impro-
ved ease of maintenance was developed 
on the basis of the WEGA 1410 unveiled at 
DRUPA 2016. The product family consists 
of the following solutions:

WEGA-1410-V3 (cylinder up to 1,400 mm  
face length, 200 kg maximum weight)
 
WEGA-1610 (cylinder up to 1,600 mm  
face length, 500 kg maximum weight)
 
WEGA-XL (cylinder up to 2,420 mm face 
length, max. circumference 1,350 mm,  
850 kg maximum weight)

The key changes in the WEGA product  
family are:
 
Grippers
The two small rocker switches have been repla-
ced by a one-piece rocker switch with a large 
contact area for improved cylinder contact. This 

ensures that even very small-circumference 
cylinders can operate the switch reliably.
By changing the shape of the cylinder rests, the 
grippers have become narrower, and also more 
stable.
 
Cross-bar guide / Connection to the  
cross-bar
Instead of using a cable pull, the guides are now 
held in the top position magnetically.
A new design and modification of the connecti-
on plate have led to significant improvements in 
stability.
The new structure has been optimized in such a 
way that the guides are connected laterally and 
therefore centrally to the cross-bar. The additio-
nal use of sheet steel in the guide increases the 

WEGA cylinder transport systems – the new optimized 
standard for cylinder transport in automated lines
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stability of the cross-bar in all axes, achieving 
even higher positioning accuracy.
 
Cross-bar / Belt attachment
The new cross-bar support is made of steel, so 
that the cross-bar has sufficient net weight even 
without a cylinder. A recirculating ball screw is 
now used as the drive for laterally adjusting the 
grippers. This ensures smoother, more even 
movement. The over- / underload mechanism of 
the belt attachment has been improved. In ad-
dition to the rocker switches which act as stress 
sensors, an extra over-stress sensor has been 
integrated into the cross-bar. The entire “Cross-
bar / belt attachment” unit is easier to maintain 
thanks to this fundamental re-design.

Improved guide rails
The WEGA V-1 was guided on both sides on 
the vertical rib of the rails. If the rails were not 
perfectly parallel, the WEGA could be impacted 
from both sides.
The new WEGA systems are guided by a dou-
ble roll-guide on just one side of the transport 
system, on the bottom flange. For production 
reasons, the tolerances of the bottom flange are 
always much smaller than the rib of the steel 
support, enabling much more precise guidance 
of the WEGA.
 

Improvement of maintenance and repair
One of the ways in which easier maintenance 
has been achieved is by optimizing the sensor 
arrangement. The software was also modified 
so that when a faulty WAGO subassembly is 
replaced the software automatically parameteri-
zes the new module.
 
Increase in productivity
Through close collaboration with our servo 
motor supplier, the acceleration and speed pa-
rameters for vertical and horizontal movement 
of the WEGA systems were optimized, providing 
a significant boost to productivity in cylinder 
transport.
 
The BAUER team is proud to have set a new 
standard for cylinder transport by consulting 
customers and everyone involved in the value 
chain.
 
More information: 
www.bauer-logistik.de
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ABOUT HELIOSCOPE

Always with our finger on the pulse of time. Ascribing 
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about current developments, products and services 
of the Heliograph Holding companies. In practical, 
customer-oriented and worthwhile terms.
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www.heliograph-holding.net
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